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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
Dec 2016 Teutonic
Jan 2017 Slaphead
Feb 2017 U Bend
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Run No: 1977
Date: 21-Aug-2016
Venue: Dukes Arms, Woodford
Hares: Slaphead & Big Swinger
Scribe: Bastard
Another hash in another county (country?) – a longish drive which makes you
appreciate all the more the effort the North Herts Gang put in to attending every week.
The weather improved as the delayed start got more delayed and the prospect of a nice
run in some beautiful countryside looked on the cards. Slaphead announced there
would be three blobs and you’re on and a ‘few’ checkpoints plus a drink and cake stop –
yeehah!
The r*unners set off ata fair lick and, I haved to admit, I was way behind after ten
minutes and after seeing the pack cross a ploughed field I never saw them again. I was
slowed down by a farmer who pointed out that the footpath didn’t go across his field and
never had done – I wasn’t about to argue the toss.
By now I had ended up with those intrepid souls who walk the whole trail – a
disappointment as I was hoping to go for a run. Slaphead was correct about a few
checkpoints (I counted three!). I refer you to: http://www.ch3.co.uk/Hound/HowTo - a
good way to learn.
The circle was eventually held close to two o’clock – a tad late by CH3 standards but not
as late as Klinger who went awol from the drink stop and was excessively late returning.

CH3 Run 1978 - Devonshire Arms
Sunday 28th August 2016
http://www.individualpubs.co.uk/devonshire/

Hares: Double Top & Three Swallows

Visitors: Sox & Horny from the R2D2H3 Hash http://www.r2d2h3.com/ (Hampshire),
Heather a yet unnamed hasher from Frankfurt who is obviously an American
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Professor of writing on secondment to the UK for a couple of months (C’mon, keep
up you lot)
Returnees – The Penguin, Pheelthy Frog, Billingsgate, Nora, Generator, The Bear &
daughter Lilly.
Newies – Jon (brought along by Wimp)
The Words - It was always going to be nice returning to one of the Milton breweries
key pubs where they stock a fabulous selection of amazing ales including Milton’s
own Sparta, Justinian & Dionysus to name but a few, but with the Indo-Nostalgia
event taking place at the same weekend, it was debatable how many of the lovely
CH3 folk would turn out.
With our lovely leader somewhere top secret1, no RA, no Grand Mattress and hardly
any staff either, I wandered up at about 10.15 (mainly to get a parking space as the
Devonshire can be a total git to park near) and was greeted by Kermit and hare 3
Swallows and we began to slowly block the pavement beautifully.
Gradually folk began arriving from all quarters and directions including Toed &
Computer (and that was good as I owed Toad a beer for fixing my computer remotely
again, for the 87th time) Lightning & Teutonic, Googly, Gorilla & Chimp, Debonair,
Unmentionable & Jetstream with Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine the rarely
spotted Sperm Whale, Mashed Potato, Big Leg & Posh.
By now the circle was sort of forming in front of the Travis Perkins builder’s
merchants and I suppose the guys manning the CCTV systems must have been in a
state of near panic as something like 50 odd brightly coloured
nutters were collecting outside of their very firmly shut gates,
maybe they feared imminent attack and in fairness there were
enough of us to nick enough material to build a large bungalow.
The circle was further swelled by the arrival of Bastard & It’ll
Come Off, Benghazi, The Penguin, Pheelthy Frog, Checkpoint,
Pedro, Only Me, Klinger & Kling On, Shamcock & U-Bend,
Paparazzi & Dave El Rave.
With that, and in the absence of absolutely any top brass being
in attendance, reluctant stand in Wimp purposefully strode in to
the circle and tried2 to instil some order in the now quite rowdy bunch of reprobates.
The Hares Double Top & Three Swallows tried to explain what sort of trail they’d laid.
DT pointedly explained that she’d laid the trail because “no other f****** could be
bothered to”. In DT’s defence though, she was spot on - none of us could be arsed.
You see, it’s a thankless task laying trails – but thanks DT ☺.
Anyway, DT had cunningly planned a sort of r*n-by / massive piss-up and handed out
a yellow card divided into 9 squares we had to visit various pubs along the trail and
“collect as many stars as you can” and add them to the yellow card to prove we’d at
least been there if we hadn’t exactly had time to pause and have beer in each of
them.
So with that, Wimp called the on-out and we were off and Toed & I took an early
opportunity to head off down Devonshire road towards the train station and as
various hashers caused mayhem with normal families fleeing in all directions as the
brightly coloured hoard headed off in every and all directions, resulting in the on
being called up and over the covered foot/cycle bridge over the railway line.
At the other side of the bridge a check sent us in all directions and Shamcock had the
trail as El Rave, Heather & Wimp sped past and the trail headed off through a packed
park and nervous families watched their children as outrageously offensive
strangers furtively ran around in a disturbing manner randomly shouting “on on”.

1

“with Camels” apparently- I guess that rules out most of the UK unless he’s been stationed at a zoo……….
…but sadly failed, it was like trying to herd inebriated cats.

22
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To my delight we were on the right trail and headed off out of the north corner of the
park and onto a wide road. El Rave called the on and we stopped at a T junction
where I hoped there would be a check point (but there wasn’t) and the only
checkpoint that eventually turned up was Checkpoint herself.
Well, there wasn’t an official checkpoint really, it was just that everyone was a touch
shagged out after a straight half mile stretch. The pack began to catch up and we
spied the first of many pubs – the Rock http://www.rock-cambridge.co.uk/ where we
all piled in and asked for a star.
Now, as I’m nearly 50 years old and at 11.30am, not even remotely inebriated, I was a
tad embarrassed to be standing in a pub, sweaty, in shorts and asking for a
star………… it was like being 7 years old again and getting a gold star for reading in
front of the class.
That said, we all got our stars and headed back out on trail. Now, without knocking
the hares here, several of us tried a total of eight different routes with absolutely no
idea where the true trail went as it had literally evaporated.
Pedro, El Rave, Wimp & Checkpoint all reported back negatively
as did a sweaty Penguin who muttered something about being
off trail as usual and no one found any trail at all. Then, with
amazing fluke Klinger (of all people!) found what we thought
was a trail and it ended up finding a trail the retail park and
ending up near the Junction (a great gig venue) and eventually
up and over the railway bridge and onto the 2nd pub the Earl of
Derby http://www.theearlofderby.com/ where about 12 of us
stopped for a swift half including El Rave, Heather, visitors Sox
& Horny, The Penguin, Wimp, Checkpoint, Toed & Kermit.
Stars collected we headed on out and El Rave & I were thwarted at the Flying pig
which wasn’t open, but we claimed a pyrrhic victory because it was a pub after all
and we should have got a star so there………… Anyway, were first at the scene of the
Emperor http://www.theemperorcambridge.com/ which hosted our brilliantly
organised Xmas bash when I was GM.
At this point the trail had begun to fragment a tad and as you can see from the
attached pub map although the trail wasn’t massively long the last 6 or 7 pubs were
closely packed together causing considerable confusion as the pack splintered off
into every which way you can think of, although not in order we eventually took in
several wonderful pubs including the fabulous Live & Let Live
http://www.thegoodpubguide.co.uk/pub/view/Live-%26-Let-Live-CB1-2EA where the
‘blokes wot booze’ regularly turn up and occasionally get a seat, the Alexandra Arms
http://www.thealexcambridge.com/ where we’d ended up on a pirate themed run
many moons ago, the Kingston Arms http://www.kingston-arms.co.uk/ the
Cambridge Blue http://www.the-cambridgeblue.co.uk/ and the Six Bells
http://sixbellspub.co.uk/ all disappeared in a blizzard of beer, silver stars and sweaty
muttering hashers.
The ‘On Inn’ may have been spotted by someone but this may have been lost in the
subtleties of nine + pubs and eventually we were evidently back at the Devonshire
after something like a 4.75 mile (if a tad confusing, at least quite successful) trail.
There was a short pause of about 4 weeks where we tried to work out where half the
pack had ended up, but from what I can gather they’d stopped at the Cambridge blue.
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Eventually, a circle was once more called outside Travis Perkins and without the RA,
Kermit was once more pressed into service as verger and there were guest spots for
DD’s so, in no particular order, Down downs were awarded to;
The Hares: - Double Top and Three Swallows
Newbie Jon
Visitors Sox & Horny + Heather
Double Top gave the overall star challenge to Paparazzi who won a bag of flour for the
next trail for her collection efforts.
El Rave gave a random down down to Nightingale
& Beau (Bow?) Bells Sister (+ a Friend) of the
much missed Great White Hope
DT awarded a DD to Horny for knowing each
other from school 30 + years ago (it’s a small
world innit?)
DT gave a DD to It’ll Come off for having too
many stars (which was a bit rich when the
instruction was to (and I quote) “collect as many
stars as possible”
DT to Bastard & Debonair for some smutty
innuendo to do with Black Bush and Bob Dylan
(nope, I’ve no fucking idea either)
Wimp gave a DD to Chimp for producing the
herald beautifully
Kermit hopped into the circle to give Paparazzi a
DD for her asking him if he was the RA! (I know
Fit But Dim has been away for a while
but………… sheesh……….)
Kermit saw the capital sin of sex on the hash as Bastard & It’ll Come off were witnessed
holding hands in the romantic back drop of the graveyard.
Kermit hopped back into the circle to give Paparazzi a further DD for allowing herself
to be ‘schmoozed’ by El Rave on trail.
And finally, and probably least
Kermit gave a DD to Debonair for lost property in the form of One sandal.
And thankfully it was all over. With thanks to Double Top & Three Swallows for an
interesting hash.

On-On
Big Blouse
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Run No: 1979
Date: 04-Sep-2016
Venue: Longstanton social club, Longstanton
Hares: Just Julie &
Scribe: Big Swinger
Back in the dark ages, there were apparently two villages known as Stanton and ‘the
other Stanton’ and by 1086 the Domesday Book refers to Stantone and Stantune.
Common sense eventually prevailed in 1953 when the villages were amalgamated into
Longstanton suggesting that decision making in this area is a slow process.
Despite a doom and gloom rainy weather forecast, there was no sign of this as we all
arrived at the Longstanton Social Club for what was just Julie’s first outing as a Hare. By
10.55 am there was some consternation as to whether Klinger had managed to get lost
even before the run started as opposed to during it (see run 1977 write up) or whether
he was just late. Happily (?) he arrived just in time and was promptly attached to a
harness and lead thoughtfully provided by Doggy which Klinger, surprisingly seemed
grateful for. Notably and unusually,the Whittles arrived on time.
Just Julie explained that this was the ‘Bunk Up Run’ which resulted in only a small titter
from certain quarters which suggested that the term bunk up was sadly lost on the
younger generation. Just Julie explained that the trail was marked in sawdust and chalk
but that due to inclement weather, some of the blobs may have been blown or washed
away and that she was a bit confused about the difference between a check point and a
check back so there be a bit of the trail that might be a bit tricky. So far so good then
because as we all know Hashers relish a bit of confusion, especially Taxi.
Off we went and whilst walking through a field in between houses on an estate, I
happened to spot two people I knew standing in their front garden watching the
spectacle that is a motley group of marauding runners and walkers. Understandably,
they were perplexed and slightly anxious about what they were seeing so I did my civic
duty and explained who we were and what we doing. I couldn’t help noticing that they
didn’t look any less perplexed and anxious and I thought that one of them looked ready
to call the police. Oh well, you can’t reassure all the people some of time or is it the other
way round? No matter the trail progressed and we were walking through the village
where a small group of us had the privilege of a history lesson from Slaphead. This was
prompted by a house that had belonged to the Hatton family. I vaguely recall that
Slaphead said this was something to do with Hatton Cross (wherever that is) and that
this family had been VERY IMPORTANT for something or other. To be honest I wasn’t
really listening properly.
In due course, we arrived at said bunker to find a checkpoint so while the runners ran
round like they do, the sensible ones amongst us (most of the walkers) waited until it
was established which way we should go. Once we picked up the trail, Myfanwy
mentioned that as a local resident he thought this was a straightforward run with no
real surprises as there was ‘only one trail’. I think he went so far as to describe it as dull
but this statement was somewhat undermined when he confessed that he had followed
the false trail laid down the road at the bunker and that he was now knackered from all
the running about. Mmm – local knowledge not that useful then.
Half an hour later and a mile or so further on, we realised we had lost Slaphead. On the
basis that he is a ‘much treasured septuagenarian’ (Slaphead’s words) and I appear to
have taken on the role of Carer, I felt duty bound to turn around to go and find him. It
turns out that he was holding the check at the bunker in the belief that he was at the
front of the pack (?????) and was waiting patiently until someone else turned up. Bless.
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We continued through beautiful countryside, green and verdant swathes, tree lined
lanes and past St Michael’s church and it’s ancient well. After successfully negotiating
the water jump and avoiding the woods with a myriad of low hanging spike ridden
braches, Slaphead and I caught up with the pack at the drinks stop.
The drink stop was amazing and the boot of Just Julie’s car was stocked with delicious
beverages including beer and Pimms (a fruit based drink for the ladies) expertly served
by Just Myah and her friend. Julie had also blagged some Polish sausage from
somewhere and there was cake, making Benghazi a happy Hasher. I noticed some
Hashers lingering at the drinks stop and wondered whether this indicated a preference
for eating and drinking rather walking/running.
I realise that the runners amongst you have barely had a mention thus far; this is
because I have no idea what you all were doing and so have to rely on information
provided for me by others. I should also confess at this point that I wrote very scant and
hasty notes which I now can’t read and due to the gap between the run and this write up,
I also have very hazy memories about what happened or indeed, who was there. The
only reason I’m doing it now is that I’ve had about 10 auto-nags and can’t face any more.
So here goes……………
Some FRB’s short cutted early on; namely, Self-Rising Cock, El Rave and Paparazzi. El
Rave and Muffy failed to hold checks. Disappointingly no one fell in the ditch at the water
jump and to their credit Muffy, Antar and Bastard all negotiated the woodland part of
the trail rather than running down the side which would have involved possibly less
scratches and abrasions. Just Julie later told me that she had needed a pair of secateurs
to lay this part of the trail. Bastard was heard telling someone that he ‘liked the trail’
which according to my shaky knowledge of Hash folklore is ‘an unusual thing’ for him to
say. Well done Just Julie.
Back at the Longstanton Social Club, there was a cricket match in progress. It’ll Come Off
had to have basic rules of the game explained to her as the terms ‘over’, ‘wicket’ and
‘runs’ had no meaning for her whatsoever. To be fair, she is Scottish so I suppose this is
understandable. While we were waiting for the circle the cricket match stopped for
lunch; a delicious smelling curry being served to the teams with rice and poppadums’.
Klinger had managed to sweet talk his way into being given a plateful, despite confessing
that he didn’t like cricket. I now question whether he is properly British.
Circle time and in the continued absence of the Grand Master who has gone ‘somewhere’
secret, Doggy did the honours with her usual aplomb. The GM exercised her office by
naming Just Julie who henceforth will be known as New Balls Please and who duly got a
down down and was sung at in the traditional fashion.
Doggy gave down downs to Blowback – for being smug, Myfanwy for being Welsh? (not
sure), El Rave for failing to hold a check, Only Me for a shameless display of something,
Squeak for being rude with or about a cucumber and Kermit for using moisturiser on
hands that do dishes. Kermit also received a commendation for his spectacular crossing
of the water jump, reported to have been a leap of 22 feet. What else would you expect of
someone with froggy credentials?
Kermit awarded down downs to Doggy for letting Klinger off his lead and letting him
run everywhere and pissing all over the place, to Self-Rising Cock for grabbing his
(Kermit’s) arse (don’t ask), to Doggy again for losing her car keys and to It’ll Come Offfor taking the piss out of Kermit.
A presentation was made to Control Freak for 200 runs which had taken 20 years to the
day to complete (started in 1996).Myfanwy appealed for experienced rowers for some
reason and Toed Bedsores and Computer did the Raffle. I was again gutted not to win the
gin.
On the piss!
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Run No: 1981
Date: 18-Sep-2016
Venue: Black Bull, Sawston
Hares: One for his Knob & it`ll come off
Scribe: Bastard
Well, at least the weather had improved somewhat – no sunshine yet but a great deal
warmer and dry, if overcast. With a number of ROTTers not attending and the old
committee (and some of the new!) conspicuous by their absence there was still a good
turnout.
The run departed the pub by a cunningly concealed footpath at the back of the pub car
park and the pack were immediately in the countryside – Hurrah! Slaphead was heard
to compliment such a good start. Across the field to a checkpoint and a couple of
turnbacks that kept the pack together. Then the trail slipped in to the back passages of
Sawston causing much confusion (aided and abetted by some sabotage – some urchin
had altered and re-marked the trail!) until the pack found themselves at the bypass and
a tricky road crossing, only to be delayed by the railway crossing and a timely train that
again helped keep the pack together. The trail then led out across the fields towards
Whittlesford, up to the village church where some of the less hardy walkers took a short
cut whilst the hardcore set off towards the Bees in the Wall (sadly not open at that time
in the morning).
As the trail went round an orchard some of the lazier runners (ie – me!) took a shortcut
back in to the village whilst the fit bastard SCB’s headed off towards a track that took
them out towards the M11, past a small airfield and through some very pleasant woods –
a hard slog but I bet there weren’t many hashers who knew this was there? – Alright –
Checkpoint did! The runners eventually made it back to the village (Whittlesford, not
Sawston!) to find a ‘R’ & ‘W’ split. The wankers had already been directed towards the
drink stop but, unfortunately, due to more sabotage, the runners got mis-directed only a
few hundred yards and a river crossing before said stop and headed back to the pub via
the out-trail. The intrepid and ‘rule’ ignoring Muthatuka and Antar did make the drink
stop and were duly rewarded with copious amounts of booze! Shame on the saboteur –
if they find out who the little shit was the Sawston Posse will ‘have them’! The drink stop
was awesome with beer, wine, G&T, homemade sausage rolls and wonderful lemon
drizzle cake – thanks girls. Having consumed as much booze as we could, we all headed
back to the pub to find the pack all outside quaffing ale.
Shamcock convened his first circle as GM and proved to be an absolute natural (we
never doubted you Shammy!). Big Swinger was roped in as a more than adequate standin RA proving that no preparation and a refusal to let the truth get in the way of a good
story is the only way forward (plus a couple of glasses of Pinot!). After she had named
and shamed the sinners, One for his Knob put on an equally good show as Joint Mattress
– the men were suitably intimidated and showed appropriate respect. She also
demonstrated some very good colour co-ordination. It’ll Come Off then did her bit
recruiting hares for the two remaining outstanding Sundays in October and has
mentioned she wants all trails to next October (2017) filled up PDQ and I believe she will
do it so be prepared to put your hand up – especially those who don’t lay trails often –
you are not invisible and she has your names!
A good trail and an auspicious start for the new committee!
On-on to 2017!
B@
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CH3 – News – Events
Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.

Jetstream, Unmentionable and Blowback invite you to join them
to celebrate 40 years since their very first Hash.
When: Sunday 27th November 2016
Where: Black Bar Brewery, http://blackbar.co.uk/about-blackbar/
Harston, Cambridge, CB22 7GX
What: Usual CH3 Run.
Booze: Complementary beer, provided by the Hares. BYO other drinks
if you don’t drink beer.
Food: You are welcome to bring a plate of finger food or snacks to
share.
Hares: Jetstream, Unmentionable and Blowback, joined by the original
Hares from our very first run in Tretes, East Java, Indonesia, Adrian
Young and Martin Burton.

The Cambridge Hash is reaching its milestone 2000th run
Get ready to celebrate! We have secured the Great Hall at Girton College on Saturday, Jan.
28th 2017 for a Black Tie Event. The ceremony will begin with pre-dinner drinks in the
exclusive Fellow’s Room at 6pm. We will proceed to the Great Hall for a three course
dinner followed by entertainment and music.

The 2000th run will be held on Sunday,
Jan. 29th 2017 at the usual time of 11am.
Our hares Blowback and Jetstream
have promised to lay a fantastic trail.
Mark your calendars today!
A little hash history: the first run of
CH3 took place at the Hoops in Barton
on 1 October 1978. There has been a
hash every Sunday since then. 13
hashers showed up for the inaugural
run and it has grown tremendously
over the years. Thank you for your support and raise a glass to another 2000 runs!
Doggy Style
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Runs for November 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 1988: 06-Nov-2016
No. 77, Ermine Street, Caxton, CB23 3PQ
Hares Haven`t Got One
Run No. 1989: 13-Nov-2016
Chequers, Wrestlingworth, SG19 2EP
Hares Toed Bedsores & Goldfinger
Please call 01767 631818 before Wednesday if you would like Sunday Roast, or other food.
Landlords on Holiday!
Run No. 1990: 20-Nov-2016
Rose and Crown, Ashdon, CB10 2HA
Hares Shamcock & U Bend
Run No. 1991: 27-Nov-2016
Black Bar Brewary, Button End Industrial Estate, Harston, CB22 7GX
Hares Jetstream & Unmentionable

Grand Master - Shamcock
Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his Knob
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Song Master - Blowback
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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